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Biomimetic scales are known to substantially alter the mechanics response of the underlying substrate
engendering complex nonlinearities that can manifest even in small deformations due to scales interaction.
This interaction is typically modeled using a-priori homogenization with an enforced periodicity of engagement.
Such a framework is fairly useful especially when dealing with the structural length scale which is at least one
order of magnitude greater than the scales themselves since individual tracking of a large number of scales
become insurmountable. On the other hand, this scheme makes several assumptions whose validity has not yet
been investigated including inﬁnite length of the substrate and rigidity of the scales. The validity of these
assumptions and the accuracy and limitations of associated analytical models are investigated. Finite element
based numerical studies were carried out to identify the critical role of edge eﬀects and other non-ideal behavior
such as violation of periodicity and nonlinear constitutive response on scale rotation. Our investigation shows
that several important quantities show a strong saturation characteristic which justify many of the simplifying
assumptions whereas others need much greater care.

Matter and topology can both be used in conjunction to endow
materials with highly non-traditional properties as evident in recently
expanding research in metamaterials (Dimas et al., 2013; Dimas and
Buehler, 2014; Ebrahimi et al., 2017; Haghpanah et al., 2016;
Mousanezhad et al., 2015a, 2015b; Silverberg et al., 2014; Zhu et al.,
2012). Such ‘topological’ strategies are also common in biological
materials which are denuded of material choices. Topological organization can also boost multifunctionality to a great degree due to greater
freedom in organization of material (Cowin, 2001; Gibson et al., 2010;
Oftadeh et al., 2015). In this context, scales which are ubiquitous in
animal kingdom are an ideal template for study. They are highly
variegated and yet universal exhibiting a wide array of material
properties, geometrical shapes and functions (Bruet et al., 2008;
Ghiradella, 1991; Huang et al., 2006; Naleway et al., 2016; Yang
et al., 2015; Zimmermann et al., 2013). Therefore, investigating
materials which mimic the overall strategy of scaly surfaces can provide
us with an important avenue of materials research.
Substrates with biomimetic scales demonstrate a classic biological
strategy of structural and functional enhancements using topology of
material organization (Li et al., 2015; Martini and Barthelat, 2016a,
2016b; Rudykh et al., 2015). This leverage partly relies on modulating
the mechanics of deformation using intricate self-contact of scales
driven by the geometry of the deforming structure (Ghosh et al., 2014;
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Vernerey and Barthelat, 2010, 2014). The diﬀerence in scales engagement geometry which depends on the curvature of the substrate,
dictates the contact behavior kinematics of the scales as shown in
Fig. 1(a). Here, a lab-scale sample of biomimetic scaly substrate was
constructed using two polymers of highly contrasting stiﬀness such as
Vinylpolysiloxane(VPS) and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) with
the stiﬀer material used as scale and the softer as substrate material.
This scales self-contact can substantially change the bending characteristic of the biomimetic substrate with enhanced stiﬀness even in small
deformations, Fig. 1(b).
This general paradigm to introduce reversible stiﬀness gains has
been studied in several recent studies which demonstrated the potential
of biomimetic scales as high performance modern materials (Funk
et al., 2015; Martini and Barthelat, 2016a; Wang et al., 2016; Yang
et al., 2014). Speciﬁcally, this high contrast (materials with widely
diﬀerent stiﬀness) archetypical system has been modeled using a
rigidity assumption on the scale and a linear elastic assumption for
the substrate in the past (Ghosh et al., 2014, 2016). Although seemingly
simple, using direct numerical simulation such as using ﬁnite elements
(FE) to probe the behavior of more complicated scales distribution and
geometry even for simple material behavior is prohibitively expensive
especially for more densely packed scales. Therefore, investigations till
date have used FE for less densely packed scales and homogenization
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Fig. 1. (a) A manual illustration of the system deformation under bending in two opposite directions. (b) Comparative force response of biomimetic substrate-scale system and substrate
with no scale under three-point bending experiment. (Adopted from Ghosh et al. APL (2014)).

suﬃciently stiﬀ neglecting their own deformation. Assuming linear
elasticity for the substrate and rigidity for the highly stiﬀ scale, the
eﬀect of scales rotation is often modeled as a torsional linear spring
characterized by a ﬁxed spring constant (Ghosh et al., 2014; Vernerey
and Barthelat, 2010). A closed form expression for the torsional spring
constant can be found by assuming that individual scales are well
isolated from the adjacent scales (dilute scale distribution) as well as
from the boundaries (remote scale location). At this point, imposing
rigidity on the scale, the spring constant can be shown follow the
L n
analytical relationship (Ghosh et al., 2014) KB, Ideal = CB EB D 2 ( D ) where
EB is the young's modulus of the base, D is the thickness of the scale and
L is the embedded length of the scale, Fig. 3a (inset) and CB,n are
constants. Using an elastic system consisting of a very large substrate
with a rigid prismatic body embedded in it simulates the remoteness
and dilution of scales distribution. Extensive parametric FE simulations
on this system yielded a very close ﬁt for L / D>10 with
CB≈0.66. ,n = 1.75 (Ghosh et al., 2014).
However, in a non-ideal case, the thickness of the substrate is often
only a few times more than the embedded length of the scales L which
can inﬂuence the remoteness assumption. To this end, we deﬁne an
index of deviation ϕh = log (KBh, NonIdeal / KB, Ideal ) where KBh, NonIdeal =
KB, NonIdeal (h ) is the FE computed stiﬀness for diﬀerent values of normalized substrate thickness h / L whereas the width of the substrate is taken
to be suﬃciently large (dilute). In the FE models, rigid body constraint
was imposed on the scales and two dimensional plain strain elements
with suﬃcient mesh density was employed to achieve convergence.
Substrate was clamped at the bottom and free at sides while a linear
elastic material of Ebase=2e 4 Pa was assigned to the substrate. Initial
angle of scale was 90° and rotation was applied on the scale at surface
of the substrate and then exerted reaction moment was read to calculate
KB . The results plotted in Fig. 3(a) for various embedding aspect ratios
L / D show a very strong deviation even when the substrate thickness is a

for more densely packed regime invoking an implicit continuum level
averaging of scales behavior with the imposition of strong periodicity.
This periodicity provides a classical representative volume element
(RVE), a natural averaging unit for material behavior. These idealized
frameworks have improved our understanding of the most fundamental
mechanisms of nonlinear behavior as well as revealed quantitative
broad contours of performance of biomimetic scales (Browning et al.,
2013; Ghosh et al., 2014, 2016; Vernerey and Barthelat, 2014; Vernerey
et al., 2014).
However, these simplifying assumptions themselves have not been
tested for limits of applicability for simple realistic imperfections.
Understanding the eﬀect of such imperfections would provide greater
conﬁdence in extending these models to more complex systems and also
introduce empirical design parameters for extending purely theoretical
models. The ﬁrst step in that direction entails the determination of the
limits of simpliﬁcations of the existing models to ascertain their
extension. In this paper, we carry out extensive numerical studies to
highlight the eﬀectiveness and limitations of the simplifying assumptions typically employed in the high contrast biomimetic substrates
(Ghosh et al., 2014) and set the stage for future more complex
numerical and semi-analytical models for a more expansive biomimetic
scaly substrates design.
At a broad level, using the regularity of scales engagement,
modeling of local and global bending modes has traditionally relied
on extracting performance characteristics through closed form relationships using a combination of elasticity, homogenization and imposition
of periodicity (Ghosh et al., 2014, 2016; Vernerey and Barthelat, 2010,
2014; Vernerey et al., 2014) which leads to a classical representative
volume element (RVE), a unit of averaging (Ghosh et al., 2014), Fig. 2.
The elasticity of the scales manifests itself in two diﬀerent ways.
First, elastic energy is absorbed by the substrate itself and thereafter
additionally from the rotation of the scales themselves if the scales are

Fig. 2. RVE geometry of the biomimetic structure under bending load. (Adopted from Ghosh et al. APL (2014)).
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Fig. 3. (a) Saturating characteristic of rotational stiﬀness of the scales-substrate interaction (b) Comparison of von-Mises stress distribution to show stress concentration for h/L=2 and 10
for two diﬀerent values of L/D. The stress distributions are shown at θ=0.05 rad.

Fig. 4. (a) Saturating characteristic of rotational stiﬀness of the scales-substrate interaction versus Young's modulus ration of scale to substrate for h/L=10. The ﬁgures spans from ω=1
(i.e. scale and substrate have materials with same Young's modulus) to ω=109 . (b) Von-Mises stress distribution shows stress concentration for log(ω) = 0 and 9 at θ=0.05 rad.

can arise due to the rigidity assumption of the scale. In order to
ascertain this eﬀect we plot the variation in FE computed non-ideal
non-dimensional torsional constant, ϕω = log (KBω, NonIdeal / KBRigid
, NonIdeal )
against log (ω=Escale / Ebase ) where EScale is scale Young's modulus for
three diﬀerent L / D ratios, Fig. 4(a). Boundary conditions were same as
previous case and substrate has linear elastic material of Ebase=2e 4 Pa
while scales have linear elastic material with varying elastic modulus.
We ﬁnd as expected that the torsional spring constant increase by
increasing in the scale stiﬀness by several orders of magnitude from
ω = 1 (i.e. same Young's modulus for scale and substrate) to log(ω) = 9 .
These results show that the rigidity assumption for scale plausible for
the cases that scale made of material with more than six order of
magnitude stiﬀer than the substrate. The diﬀerence in saturation
characteristics for diﬀerent L/D ratios is primarily due to the higher
stress concentration for thicker scale as shown by the von-Mises stress
contours in Fig. 4(b). Please note the diﬀerent scale for stress distribution for diﬀerent values of ω in this ﬁgure. The similarity of the stress
contour for log(ω) = 9 with those in Fig. 3(b) also indicates the
saturation eﬀect and validity of assumption for scales that are stiﬀer
enough than the substrate.
The above discussion highlights the non-ideal eﬀects due to the

few times the embedding length. ϕh , which shows deviation from the
ideal case, then begins to taper oﬀ substantially for all embedding
aspect ratios as we increase the h / L ratio. Interestingly, the saturation
characteristic is similar for both thicker and thinner scales for any given
embedded length showing little inﬂuence of boundary eﬀects on these
scales as the thickness increases. This similarity of saturation is
reﬂected in the similarity of von-Mises stress proﬁle evolution with
the relative thickness for two models with diﬀerent L / D ratio cases as
shown in Fig. 3(b). However, it is interesting that's despite the
similarity in the overall trends with thickness primarily due to high
contrast in Young's modulus between the scale and the substrate, the
absolute value of deviation is higher for thinner scales when the
substrates are substantially thinner. This indicates that the rotational
stiﬀness scaling law is substantially poor approximation for thinner
scales when the substrate thickness is lower. Therefore, we discover two
competing eﬀects on the accuracy of the model. Decreasing the
thickness of the scale make it farther apart from boundary, improving
the scaling law which assumes solitary scale embedded on an inﬁnite
medium, and at the same time, it potentially weakens it by making the
model more sensitive to the remoteness assumption.
A further source of inaccuracy in the rotational stiﬀness relationship
3
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Fig. 7. Variation of the relative rigidity at engagement for the case of non-rigid scale
normalized by the rigid assumption results, γ , spanned over overlap ratio, η and stiﬀness
ratio of scale and substrate ratio, η and absolute number of scales.

Fig. 5. Normalized deviation of the scale rotation from theoretical prediction versus
bending curvature of the substrate, κ for three diﬀerent values of η = 4,8, and12 for
N = 48 .

assumption using an engagement index which is the mean of the
angular deviation from predicted angle with both scale rotation and
curvature for three diﬀerent η , Fig. 5. We deﬁne this deviation as

geometry and compliance of the scales. However, recall that the
mechanical nonlinearity of these substrates arises from the scales
engagement kinematics in spite of all the idealizing assumptions.
However, predicting this nonlinearity can turn out to be a very diﬃcult
problem for a general case. In spite of this, an immediate simpliﬁcation
is typically aﬀected by assuming a periodic engagement of scales.
Imposing periodicity as shown in Fig. 2, the following closed form
nonlinear relationship was obtained between the scales rotation θ and
substrate rotation per scale ψ = κd where κ is the bending curvature and
d is the spacing between the scales (Ghosh et al., 2014):

1

N

σ = N ∑i =1 (θi − θtheo )2 where θi is the rotation of i-th scale and N is the
absolute number of scales in FE model. General contact formulation
available in ABAQUS was employed to model contact of the scales with
frictionless contact option. We discover that as the engagement
proceeds, the deviation of periodicity begins to be worsens in a
nonlinear fashion. The deviation at lower η is greater for initial stages
of engagement. However, this trend reverses itself as the rotation
proceeds with higher values of η exhibiting higher deviations. Interestingly, higher η tends to stabilize the deviation from periodicity at a
much earlier stage of engagement.
In addition, to periodicity, the RVE level homogenization also needs
a suﬃciently large number of scales to approach the theoretical
homogenized limit of predictions which must be RVE length scale
independent. This limit can aﬀect a number of pertinent variable that
arise in the homogenized moment-curvature relationship. Among them,
an important post engagement variable is the bending rigidity at

ηψ sin θ−(1−cos ψ )
− tan(θ + ψ )=0
ηψ cos θ − sin ψ
with η = l / d where l is the length of the scale. However, it is pertinent
to investigate this assumption in somewhat more detail since any future
multiscale homogenizations would tremendously beneﬁt from at least a
local periodicity of contacts resulting in the existence of an RVE. To this
end, using ﬁnite element (FE) analysis we compute the accuracy of this

Fig. 6. (a) Variation of the relative rigidity at engagement, Be , with the absolute number of scales. The dotted lines show theoretical prediction based on inﬁnity assumption. (b) Relative
additional elastic energy density of the biomimetic structure at ¼ the locking curvature spanned over overlap ratio, η and absolute number of scales.
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engagement. This is computed by taking the slope of the FE computed
moment curvature relationship at the point of engagement (Be ). This
quantity serves as the lower bound of stiﬀness gained due to the
biomimetic scales arrangement. Once again, using FE computed plots
we show in Fig. 6(a), that shows Be versus absolute number of scales for
three diﬀerent overlap ratios, it is clear that there is signiﬁcant
sensitivity to the number of scales. This sensitivity also depends on
the overlap ratio η . In general, as expected, a saturating relationship is
observed with the number of scales (RVE number). However, the
saturation is far slower than those printed on typical lab samples
especially for higher η . Therefore, the theoretical predictions can
signiﬁcantly overestimate the stiﬀness gains when the scales are lower
in number. This can be an important design parameter for these
systems. We also quantify the RVE number dependence well into
engagement. Thus, we deﬁne relative additional elastic energy density
⎛
⎞
Etheo − Ecomp
|κ = κlock /4 ⎟ with the absoat quarter locking curvature ⎜ζ1/4 =
E
theo
⎝
⎠
lute number of scales. We plot this variation of FE computed additional
elastic energy of engagement at quarter locking curvature Fig. 6(b). As
expected this ﬁgure also shows a strongly saturating characteristic with
scale numbers.
Note that the bending characteristics would also be aﬀected by the
scale compliance both due to deviation from the theoretical torsional
stiﬀness computed earlier as well as from the rigid material assumption
of the scale. We further quantify this aspect of non-ideal behavior of the
bending characteristic using the familiar bending rigidity at engagement ratio through a non-dimensional index γ =Beω / BeRigid where BeRigid
shows the FE computed bending rigidity at engagement for the case of
rigid scale and, which would be mapped via two other pertinent nondimensional numbers ω=Escale / Ebase , which quantiﬁes the relative
stiﬀness contrast of the base and the scale, and η , Fig. 7. The ﬁgure
indicates that at least six orders of magnitude diﬀerence between the
scale and substrate is needed to justify the rigidity assumption.
In conclusion, we carried out a detailed exposition of non-ideal
limits of geometry and materials on the previous models of biomimetic
scales engagement. Such limits are essential when extending the models
to the cases of multiscale modeling and homogenized media. By ﬁnding
speciﬁc limits of applicability of models, we ﬁnd that several of the
assumptions hold strongly whereas some others are subject to severe
limitations. Speciﬁcally we ﬁnd that the ratio of the substrate height to
the embedded length of the scale cause strong deviation from the
theoretical prediction of the mechanical response within the typical
range. This is one the major sources of the limitation of applying
theoretical investigation into actual designs. Rigidity assumption holds
true in calculation of spring constant of an individual scale for a fairly
stiﬀ scale with respect to substrate however it's eﬀect is more profound
for the bending rigidity of the scale-substrate system where scale needs
to be more than eight order of magnitude stiﬀer than the substrate for
the results to be within 90% of the theoretical value. The last important
limitation factor was the length of the substrate (absolute number of
scales). There is clearly a saturation eﬀect in the behavior of the system
with respect to absolute number of scales, however, one need less
number of scales to get reasonably close to predicted value for smaller
overlap ratio than for the larger values of η. This study reveals the range
of geometrical and material properties that assumptions for theoretical
investigation hold true and can be used in designing high performance
modern materials.
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